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                                            Your global partner in plastic injection moulding

                    
                    
                        
Your innovation is our motivation. 


Your innovation is our motivation.  With human expertise, machining power and robotic precision, we will take on your opportunities and challenges together. We are your partner in development and production. Throughout the entire chain, all over the world. With Rompa Group, you can save time, boost your capacity and increase your quality. From injection moulding, electronics, stamping and assembly to decoration and delivery: you ask and we provide. 
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                                            Our services to you

                                            By your side throughout the entire process


                

                
                    
                        
                            From the drawing board to logistics, all with a single point of contact: we make matters easier for you with project management and all the expertise you need. Since we possess the requisite expertise in-house, we can bring the stakeholders involved in your innovation together at an early stage. Literally. This allows for easier and more effective communication and guarantees smooth collaboration between engineering and manufacturing. 
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                            Nice to work with, nice to work for!

                            Partners

                        

                        
                            If you're happy, we're happy. That has been our approach since 1881. We make our money with injection moulding, you get the best product for a fair price. Even when market conditions change. The balance we strike in this regard and our expertise and engagement have resulted in a global network of partners. 
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                                Inherent in every innovation 


                                
                                    Our company is healthy, can cover risks, safeguards supply chain management and is certified in accordance with various standards. We minimise our environmental impact while investing in our people and new technologies. By doing so, we provide quality and continuity and achieve an optimal balance between people, planet and profit. Today and tomorrow, because that is what your innovation deserves.

Here's how we do it. 
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        Innovations

        In the picture

    

    
                
            
                
                    Keeping children safe on the road

                    
                        “The collaboration with Britax Römer has greatly intensified in a short period of time, partly due to the custom solutions that Rompa Group offers.”...
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                    Automotive parts

                    
                        The dedication and commitment of Rompa’s professional, international project team and their excellent lines of communication with the project leaders at Bosch contribute to ensuring a speedy and efficient process, from placing the order right throu...
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                    Distributing station for fibreglass cables

                    
                        The wide variety of components that have to be produced, combined with the procurement of a large quantity of parts and a multi-stage assembly process creates a complex challenge....
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        All about Rompa

        News

    

    
                
            
                

                
                    
                        Rompa CZ takes sustainable step with automatic delivery notes
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                        Project Management with ClickUp at Rompa
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                        A New Beginning: Supporting Refugees at Our Facility in Mexico
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                        Injection moulding large plastic components at our production site in Leipheim
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        Our locations

        Where you'll find us

    


    
                    
                China

                
                                            
                            
                                Rompa CN
                            

                            
                                No.290, Qinglan Road

529000 Jiangmen City
                            

                                                    


                                    

            

                    
                Germany

                
                                            
                            
                                Rompa DE
                            

                            
                                Theodor-Heuss-Straße 7

89340 Leipheim
                            

                                                    


                                    

            

                    
                Mexico

                
                                            
                            
                                Rompa MX
                            

                            
                                Avenida La Noria No. 110

76220 Querétaro de Arteaga
                            

                                                            
                                    
                                        T +521 442 240 91 72
                                    
                                

                                                    


                                    

            

                    
                Netherlands

                
                                            
                            
                                Rompa NL
                            

                            
                                Ladonkseweg 1

5281 RN Boxtel
                            

                                                            
                                    
                                        T +31 411 661 200
                                    
                                

                                                    


                                    

            

                    
                Czech Republic

                
                                            
                            
                                Rompa CZ
                            

                            
                                Cukrovarská 494 / 39

682 01 Vyškov
                            

                                                    


                                    

            

                    
                Contact us

                
                                            
                            
                                Rompa Group
                            

                            
                                Mijlstraat 13

5281 LJ Boxtel
                            

                                                            
                                    
                                        T +31 411 661200
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                    Follow us

                    Subscribe to receive via email.

                    
                        
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                        

                    

                    …or stay informed via your favorite social channel
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